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Significance: Open fractures are fractures in which the bone has violated the
skin and soft tissue. Because of their severity, open fractures are associated
with complications that can result in increased lengths of hospital stays,
multiple operative interventions, and even amputation. One of the factors
thought to influence the extent of these complications is exposure and con-
tamination of the open fracture with environmental microorganisms, poten-
tially those that are pathogenic in nature.
Recent Advances: Current open fracture care aims to prevent infection by
wound classification, prophylactic antibiotic administration, debridement and
irrigation, and stable fracture fixation.
Critical Issues: Despite these established treatment paradigms, infections and
infection-related complications remain a significant clinical burden. To address
this, improvements need to be made in our ability to detect bacterial infections,
effectively remove wound contamination, eradicate infections, and treat and
prevent biofilm formation associated with fracture fixation hardware.
Future Directions: Current research is addressing these critical issues. While
culture methods are of limited value, culture-independent molecular techniques
are being developed to provide informative detection of bacterial contamination
and infection. Other advanced contamination- and infection-detecting tech-
niques are also being investigated. New hardware-coating methods are being
developed to minimize the risk of biofilm formation in wounds, and immune
stimulation techniques are being developed to prevent open fracture infections.

SCOPE AND SIGNIFICANCE
Open fractures occur when bone

is exposed through skin as a result of
bone breaking through skin or wound
penetration with fractured bone ex-
posure. While multiple factors may
influence open fracture rate, a recent
study reported an incidence of 30.7/
105/year.1 Open fractures have mul-
tiple causes, often occur in extremi-
ties, and are most severe in lower legs
and feet (Fig. 1A–C). Infection rates
also vary, but have been reported as
2.3% with effective antibiotic treat-

ment.2 Because of their severity, open
fractures are associated with compli-
cations, including longer hospital
stays, multiple operative interven-
tions, and amputations (average am-
putation lifetime healthcare costs
over $500,000.).3

TRANSLATIONAL RELEVANCE

Microbes are known to compli-
cate open fracture healing through
infections and biofilm formation, as
well as potentially playing roles in
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nonunion/malunion cases.4 Further, while the im-
portance of microbes in open fracture healing is
accepted as significant, there is still little known
about how or what microbes affect these wounds, or
how we can use microbes diagnostically to predict
complications and better inform treatment. The
goal of current research is to address the defi-
ciencies in the current paradigms of open fracture
care, and to improve prevention and treatment of
open fracture infection.

CLINICAL RELEVANCE

Microbial contamination and infection are com-
mon concerns in all wound care scenarios, but open
fractures are at a higher risk for infection and other
microbe-related complications. Open fractures are
often the result of high-energy events that result in
severe bone and soft tissue damage, thereby lead-
ing to significant risk of infection. Open fracture
care focuses on effective management, especially in

the early stages, with the goal of minimizing com-
plications caused by microbial contamination.

DISCUSSION
Current concepts in open fracture care
and infectious risk minimization

Open fractures are at a high risk for infection
and other complications, and the steps taken dur-
ing initial treatment have a significant impact
on the overall outcome. This impact has been evi-
denced as a decrease in infections and other
complications as the result of effective fracture
classification, prophylactic antibiotic administra-
tion, early debridement and irrigation, and proper
fracture fixation. In this section we will further
discuss the importance of initial wound manage-
ment, highlighting the current concepts in open
fracture care and the standard treatments, both
prophylactic and therapeutic, for infections during
open fracture healing.

Major Mechanism of Open
Fracture Cases
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Figure 1. Open fracture rate, severity, and mechanistic cause statistics. Open fracture rates and statistics, grouped by anatomical site, from a recent report by
Court-Brown et al.1 The information represents a collection of 2386 open fracture cases recorded at the Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh between 1995 and 2009. The
data suggest the majority of open fracture cases occurred on the distant extremities (A). The most severe open fractures (GA Type III) occurred on the lower
extremities, especially the lower legs and feet (B). The distant extremities were characterized by major open fracture mechanisms, which have been grouped into
four categories for easier visualization (C). To see this illustration in color, the reader is referred to the web version of this article at www.liebertpub.com/wound
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Open fracture classification and diagnosis. The
initial description and evaluation of the wound is
important for informing downstream actions and
standardizing descriptive measures among the
medical professional community. Several classifi-
cation methods have been proposed for the de-
scription and evaluation of open fractures. The
most frequently quoted and widely used scheme
was first described by Gustilo and Anderson,5 and
later modified to its current form by Gustilo et al.
(Table 1).6 This classification system involves the
intraoperative scoring of open fractures from one to
three in ascending order of severity, with a Type I
injury involving a small soft tissue wound, Type II
involving a large wound with little soft tissue dam-
age, and Type III involving extensive soft tissue
damage. Examples of Type II and Type III severity
are shown in Fig. 2. Type III wounds are further
subcategorized into three subgroups, with Type IIIa
fractures having extensive soft tissue damage with
adequate soft tissue coverage, Type IIIb fractures
having extensive soft tissue damage requiring
transfer of soft tissue to cover the defect, and Type
IIIc being the most severe due to extensive arterial
damage requiring vascular repair. The severity of the
open fracture, as scored by the Gustilo and Anderson
classification system, is associated with the rate of
infection and therefore has prognostic value.5–7

Oestern and Tscherne proposed a classification
system based on fracture type and soft tissue
damage for both open and closed fractures (Table
2).8 Additionally, the Association for the Study of
Internal Fixation (translated from the German
‘‘Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Osteosynthesefragen’’
and abbreviated as the AO Foundation) has pub-
lished a classification system that is designed to
provide information about both the soft tissue and
bone damage of the open fracture (Table 3).9,10 This
scheme considers the damage done to skin, the
muscle tissues and tendons, and neurovascular
system, overall making this a comprehensive and
accurate classification scheme.9,10 While both clas-
sification methods are valuable, the Gustilo and

Table 1. The Gustilo and Anderson classification scheme

Classification
Score

Wound
Size (cm) Soft Tissue Damage

Type I < 1 Minimal
Type II > 1 Minimal
Type III

A > 1 Extensive damage with adequate coverage
B > 1 Extensive damage with inadequate coverage
C > 1 Extensive damage, inadequate coverage,

and extensive arterial and vascular damage

Adapted from Melvin et al.9 and Rüedi and Murphy.10

Figure 2. Examples of Gustilo–Anderson wound severities. An example of
a Gustilo–Anderson Type III open fracture that exhibits extensive soft tis-
sue damage with minimal coverage (A). (B) An X-ray image of the wound in
(A). (C) A Type II open fracture with minimal soft tissue damage. To see
this illustration in color, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article at www.liebertpub.com/wound
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Anderson classification scheme remains the most
widely used due to its simplicity and familiarity.

Prophylactic antibiotic administration. Once
an open fracture has been identified and loosely
classified in the resuscitation bay or emergency
room (typing of open fractures is most accurate in
the operating room), treatment with antibiotics is
initiated to minimize the risk for infection. Obvious
gross contamination is also removed at this time.
These treatments are performed as early as possi-
ble after the traumatic event in order to minimize
infection and other complications.

Infections and bacterially related complications
are important concerns when treating open frac-
tures. In fact, the Gustilo and Anderson study of
1976 reported positive initial bacterial cultures
in 70.3% of the 158 prospectively observed open
fractures.5 Because bacterial colonization was
strongly associated with open fractures, orthopedic
professionals accepted, without evidence, that pro-

phylactic antibiotics would lower the risk of wound
infection. Attempts to address the utility of pro-
phylactic antibiotics yielded weak and conflicting
results until 1974, when Patzakis et al. reported a
reduction in open fracture wound infections from
13.9% in patients without antibiotic treatment, to
2.3% when patients were treated with cephalothin
antibiotics.2 This study strongly supported the need
for prophylactic antibiotic use. The study also il-
lustrated the importance of understanding the ad-
ministered antibiotics because, while cephalothin
antibiotics were significantly effective in reducing
infection rate, the patients treated with penicillin
and streptomycin did not show a significant reduc-
tion in infection rate (a nonsignificant reduction
from 13.9% in nontreated patients to 9.7% in peni-
cillin and streptomycin treated).2 Patzakis et al.
used antibiotic resistance culture techniques to
show this was at least partially due to penicillin and
streptomycin resistance. Other studies have since
highlighted other important considerations when
deciding an antibiotic regimen.

Deciding an appropriate antibiotic course re-
quires an understanding of the bacteria most likely
to colonize wounds. Both Patzakis et al. and Gustilo
and Anderson found that, when culturing wound
infections, staphylococci (specifically coagulase
positive staphylococci such as Staphylococcus
aureus) were the most commonly isolated organ-
isms.2,5 Because these bacteria appeared to be the
most likely causes of infections, they suggested
that prophylactic antibiotics should target Gram
positive bacteria, and most especially staphylo-
cocci. The benefits of prophylactic antibiotic use
against Gram positive bacteria have since been
supported by other series.11–13 While research
supports the benefits of prophylactic antibiotics
that target Gram positive bacteria, there is insuf-
ficient evidence to support the prophylactic use of
Gram negative antibiotics.9,13,14 As Gram negative
bacteria become more prevalent in open fracture
infections, including Acinetobacter baumannii and
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, research addressing the
prophylactic benefits of Gram negative antibiotics
will become increasingly important.

Table 2. Tscherne classification scheme for open fractures

Grade Soft Tissue Damage Mechanism of Injury Associated Contamination Other Considerations

Grade 1 Minimal Indirect trauma Minimal Small puncture wound without skin contusion
Grade 2 Moderate Direct trauma Moderate Small skin and soft tissue contusions
Grade 3 Extensive Farming accidents, gunshot wounds,

and compartment syndrome
Extensive Arterial and/or neural injuries

Grade 4 Extensive Subtotal and total amputation Extensive

Adapted from Rüedi and Murphy10 and Moore D (www.orthobullets.com/trauma/1002/tscherne-classification).

Table 3. AO classification of open fractures

Affected Tissue
Classification

Score Damage Severity

Skin IO 1 Minimal with skin breakage from inside out
IO 2 Minimal with skin breakage from outside

in ( < 5 cm)
IO 3 Moderate with skin breakage from outside

in ( > 5 cm)
IO 4 Extensive with full-thickness contusion,

abrasion, open degloving, and skin loss
IO 5 Extensive with severe degloving

Muscle/Tendon MT 1 None
MT 2 Minimal and local
MT 3 Moderate
MT 4 Extensive with muscle defect and tendon

laceration
MT 5 Extensive with wide zone of injury and

compartment syndrome

Neurovasculature NV 1 None
NV 2 Isolated
NV 3 Local
NV 4 Extensive with vascular injury
NV 5 Extensive with subtotal or total amputation

Information from Melvin et al.9 and Rüedi and Murphy.10

AO, Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Osteosynthesefragen; IO, open integument.
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Another concern is the increasing threat of ac-
quisition of antibiotic resistance by bacteria. The
continued emergence of methicillin-resistant S. au-
reus (MRSA) has brought new considerations to
prophylactic antibiotic treatment of open frac-
tures.14 Various rates of MRSA colonization of the
nares have been reported, with a high rate of 7.4% in
healthy university students in 2009,15 and general
rates being around 1–2.5%.16–20 MRSA colonization
in the nares, axilla, and groin has been suggested to
increase the risk of MRSA infection at surgical
wound sites,14,21 and nasal decolonization treat-
ments, paired with antibiotic prophylaxis, have
been shown to reduce the risk of MRSA infection in
some cases.22 Although the benefits of prophylactic
antibiotic regimens that target MRSA have not yet
been established, this will likely continue to be an
important consideration as surgeons decide the best
prophylactic antibiotic regimens to administer.14

In addition to MRSA, there is also an increasing
concern about other antibiotic-resistant bacteria, in-
cluding Acinetobacter, Klebsiella, Pseudomonas, and
Enterobacter, which are present in open fractures23

and are known to be potentially infectious agents of
open wounds.24–26 Notably, pan-resistant strains of
the significant hospital pathogen A. baumannii have
emerged, developing resistance to colistin, the drug
of last resort.27 Antibiotic-susceptible and -resistant
A. baumannii infections have continued to increase
in prevalence over the past decades, both in military
and civilian settings.28–30 Because the antibiotic-
resistant profiles of A. baumannii and other
potentially antibiotic-resistant bacteria can vary
geographically, orthopedic clinicians must con-
sider the local potentially pathogenic bacteria and
the local antibiotic-resistance profiles associated
with those bacteria, as has been suggested for
treating open fracture A. baumannii infections.25

While it is important to predict what prophylactic
antibiotics will be most effective, it is also important
to understand the ideal administration timeline.
This timeline includes the ideal gap length between
patient presentation and antibiotic administration,
and duration of antibiotic administration. Most
surgeons agree that prophylactic antibiotic treat-
ment should be started as soon as possible.7,9,14 The
key study by Patzakis and Wilkins showed that the
most important treatment in preventing open frac-
ture infection is prophylactic antibiotic adminis-
tration.7 The group showed that the patients who
were treated prophylactically with antibiotics
within 3 h were less likely to develop infection, and
this timeframe is still used today.

While ideal time to administration is straight-
forward, ideal duration of therapy is less clear. One

study has suggested that antibiotic treatment
should be continued for 3 days after initiation,31

while another study argues that 24 h is no less ef-
fective than 72 h.32 Currently, authors advise that
antibiotic treatment should be continued for at least
24 h, and may be continued for up to 72 h.9,13,14 A
concern with longer antibiotic administration times
(i.e., 72 h) is that the increased exposure may pro-
mote antibiotic resistance among the bacterial
populations, which has been shown to occur in some
cases.9,13 Further research will be required to pro-
vide definitive responses to these concerns.

Debridement and irrigation. In addition to pro-
phylactic antibiotic administration, wound de-
bridement and irrigation are important procedures
for preventing open fracture infection. The goal of
open fracture surgical debridement is the excision
of environmental debris, devitalized soft tissue,
and bone, as well as irrigation of the wound to re-
duce bacterial load. The three major considerations
are ideal timing between injury and debridement,
the extent of debridement, and the irrigation ma-
terials to be used.

The recommended time to debridement after
injury is dictated by the ‘‘6-h rule.’’ The 6-h rule is
an orthopedic rule of thumb that claims that, to
be effective, open fracture debridement should
be conducted within 6 h after the injury. While
this rule is widely accepted, little scientific evi-
dence supports it. The 6-h rule was started by
Friedrich, who utilized a guinea pig model and
reported decreased risk of infection when con-
taminated soft tissue wounds were debrided < 6 h
after contamination. This suggested that de-
bridement earlier than 6 h resulted in lower in-
fectious risk.33 Recent literature, including
human studies, has not supported the Friedrich
claims, and while further study is needed, it
seems that there is no increased risk of infection
in delayed debridement cases.9,34 Despite these
recent findings, most surgeons recommend im-
mediate debridement of highly contaminated
types II and III open fractures.9

Irrigation is an important supplement for ag-
gressive debridement of necrotic tissue and par-
ticulate matter because it further removes
particulate debris and bacteria from the wound.
The specifics of what materials should be used, and
to what extent irrigation should be performed, re-
main a topic of debate. These discussions focus on
whether soaps, antiseptics, or antibiotics should be
included in the irrigation saline, and whether
pulsatile lavage should be used. Pulsatile lavage is
a point of concern because it may drive bacteria
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further into soft tissue and cause microscopic
damage to the soft tissue, and thereby impede
healing and increase the risk for infection.

Most surgeons irrigate open fracture wounds us-
ing sterile saline alone, saline in combination with
soap, saline in combination with antiseptic chemicals,
or saline in combination with antibiotics. Although
one might intuitively think that chemical additives
would eliminate more bacteria and decrease the risk
of infection, they are found to be ineffective. Anti-
septic compounds are known to destroy bacteria, but
studies have yielded conflicting results regarding
their beneficial effect on wound healing and infection
rate compared to saline solutions alone.35,36 In fact,
antiseptics may be toxic to the human host cells,
which could limit their efficacy due to host dam-
age.35,36 Like antiseptics included in saline, the ben-
eficial effects of human wound irrigation using
antibiotics with saline has been unconvincing.35,37

Unlike antiseptics and antibiotics that destroy
bacteria, soaps facilitate the physical removal of
bacteria. Studies suggest that the use of soap with
saline is just as, if not more, effective compared to
antibiotic saline solutions.37–39 Because antibiotic
and antiseptic use in saline can add additional cost
to treatment, may promote antibiotic resistance,
and may harm the human host tissue, orthopedic
clinicians recommend the use of soap with saline
when irrigating wounds.9

The pressure used in open fracture irrigation is
just as important as the solutions used. The benefits
of low-pressure gravity irrigation or high-pressure
pulsatile lavage in open fractures remain a point of
discussion. While high-pressure pulsatile lavage
seems attractive because it is thought to better re-
move entrenched bacteria and debris, the high
pressure may push bacteria further into the tissue.
High-pressure irrigation may also heighten the risk
of healing complications because it damages the
surrounding human tissue. Although bacteria and
debris may be more effectively removed from wounds
using high-pressure pulsatile lavage,40 others have
argued that high-pressure pulsatile lavage does in
fact push bacteria further into tissue and increases
the numbers of bacteria retained in the wound.41

Additionally, there has been significant research to
suggest that high-pressure pulsatile lavage damages
human tissue, thereby increasing risks for compli-
cations, infections, and delayed healing.41,42 To-
gether, the effects of high-pressure irrigation are
seen as more destructive than helpful, and low-
pressure irrigation is recommended.9

Volume of irrigation solution used is also an
important consideration. In 2001, Anglen proposed
increasing volumes of irrigation for more severe

wounds. Given the availability of 3-L irrigation
bags, he proposed 3 L for Type I fractures, 6 L for
Type II fractures, and 9 L for Type III fractures.35

This is the method currently used by most surgeons.

Internal and external fracture fixation de-
vices. After the initial treatment of the wound,
attention turns to fracture reduction and fixation.
Not only is fracture reduction (anatomical re-
alignment of fracture fragments) important for
proper bone union and healing, stabilization of the
fractured bones limits soft tissue damage. Ana-
tomic reduction mediates the inflammatory re-
sponse, decreases hematoma volume and dead
space, and allows for tissue revascularization.

The utilization and efficacy of various fracture
fixation techniques differs based on the anatomical
location and severity of the injury. There are three
general methods to fixing fractures: plate fixation,
intramedullary (IM) nailing, and external fixation.
Examples of IM nailing and external fixation are
shown in Fig. 3. Both plate fixation and IM nailing
are internal fixation approaches, while external
fixation is external, as the name suggests. Due to
the high rates of complications and concerns for
periosteal blood supply damage associated with
plate fixation methods, they have been largely re-
placed by IM nailing and external fixation tech-
niques for lower extremity diaphyseal fractures.43

However, plates are still commonly used for peri-
articular fractures and open fractures of the radius
and ulna, as it becomes more important to get an
anatomic reduction. For example, internal plate
fixation has been shown to be more effective than
external fixation in the treatment of distal radius
fractures.44

The external fixation technique involves the
insertion of threaded pins into the fractured long
bones through the skin (Fig. 3B). These screws are
attached to external hardware that provides sta-
ble fracture fixation. The advantages of the ex-
ternal fixation approach are that it allows for
rapid fracture stabilization, avoids placement of
internal hardware, and minimizes further soft
tissue damage by placing screws outside the zone
of injury. Pin-track infections, concerns about
fracture malalignment, and poor patient compli-
ance limit its use for definitive fixation. External
fixation is now more commonly used for temporary
fixation of fractures while the surgeon awaits the
soft tissues to recover, eventually converting to
internal fixation.

IM nailing is an internal fixation approach for
long-bone fractures, in which a titanium or stain-
less steel rod is placed into the reamed or unreamed
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medullary canal of a long bone (Fig. 3A). This rod is
secured in place and serves as an internal scaffold
around which bone can heal. The advantage to the
IM nailing technique is that it offers effective bone
fixation that maintains length, alignment, and ro-
tation, and also allows for earlier weight bearing.
Though reamed femoral nailing is the gold stan-
dard for closed femoral shaft fractures,45 concerns
about infection risk in open fractures have been

raised.46 However, two prospective randomized
trials do not show a significant increase in infection
risk when using a reamed, locked IM nail for
treatment of open tibial shaft fractures.47,48 With
different technical advantages to each fracture
fixation technique, the surgeon must take into ac-
count fracture pattern and soft tissue injury when
deciding which method will best provide a positive
functional outcome.43,49

Figure 3. Example of fracture fixation techniques and hardware. An example of an intramedullary nail used to fix an open diaphyseal tibia fracture (A). The
fibula was also fractured but it was not fixed because it is not a weight-bearing bone (A). An example of an external fixation device being used to fix an open
tibial fracture (B). To see this illustration in color, the reader is referred to the web version of this article at www.liebertpub.com/wound
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Treatment of fracture and soft tissue infec-
tions. Following initial classification, prophylac-
tic antibiotic administration, surgical debridement
and irrigation, and fracture stabilization, the open
fracture wound may still become infected. In this
case the patient is most often treated with intra-
venous antibiotics to suppress and eliminate the
infection. Depending on the nature of the infection
(the severity, location, and depth), the fracture
fixation hardware may be left in place until the
fracture heals, and will be removed after healing. If
the infection is more severe, then the hardware
may have to be removed, the wound will be deb-
rided in addition to local antibiotic administration,
and the hardware will be reinstalled after the in-
fection has been cleared. Another common infec-
tious concern is the formation of biofilms, which
can occur rapidly on medical devices as well as host
substrates like bone.

Ongoing research and the future of open
fracture care

Although there are many established treatment
paradigms in place for open fractures, infections
and other complications remain a present threat.
Research to improve these treatments remains
ongoing. Now that we have discussed the more
established concepts in current open fracture care,
we are going to move our focus toward the ongo-
ing dilemmas facing open fractures and infection
prevention/treatment, and the research aimed at
finding solutions.

Detection of bacterial contamination at time of in-
jury. One of most comprehensive problems in
management and treatment of open fractures is
identification and quantification of microbial con-
tamination at time of injury. Identifying microbial
biomarkers indicative of complication risk would
also better inform open fracture management.
Surveillance cultures at the time of presentation
have little value in predicting what organism will
cause a downstream infection. One study that
illustrated this limited predictive value of surveil-
lance cultures was a prospective clinical study by
Valenziano et al.50 The group collected swabs from
open fractures upon patient presentation to the
hospital (before antibiotic intervention), obtained
aerobic and anaerobic cultures from the samples,
and examined correlations between the cultures
and the patient progressions to infection. Only 24%
of the surveillance cultures resulted in growth.
Additionally, 77% of the infected wounds yielded
negative cultures, and none of the cultured organ-
isms matched the infectious organisms. This sug-

gested an inability of surveillance cultures to
reliably predict the infectious organisms of open
fractures. This inability of surveillance cultures to
accurately predict the infectious organism has
been supported by other studies.50–53

While surveillance cultures have limited value
in predicting downstream infectious organisms,
some studies have suggested a value in surveil-
lance culture bacterial load quantification. This
was recently addressed in a retrospective study
conducted by Burns et al. in a combat environment.
The group took a similar approach to that men-
tioned previously, by attempting to find correla-
tions between surveillance cultures taken during
initial wound debridement and the later develop-
ment of infections. Burns et al. found that the
positive surveillance cultures were not able to ac-
curately predict the infecting organism, as has
been shown before. However, 38.7% of the culture-
positive patients went on to infection, while only
11.5% of the culture-negative patients developed
infection, and this correlation between a positive
bacterial load culture and progression to infection
was found to be significant. This therefore sug-
gested that quantitative bacterial culturing may
have limited value in predicting general infection.
Other studies have also demonstrated the value
of quantifying bacterial loads of wounds for gen-
eral infection prediction, either through the use of
quantitative Gram staining or more commonly
through the use of quantitative culturing.53–56 The
samples used for these bacteria quantifications
were either wound swabs, wound effluent, or deb-
rided tissue.

The timing of sample collection for quantifica-
tion, such as whether the sample is collected before
or after debridement, may be important and this
may explain some different results reported in the
literature. In a study by Merritt, the surveillance
cultures for bacterial load were shown to have
predictive value when taken as the patient was
leaving the operating room (after the wound was
debrided, irrigated, and cleaned), but not when
taken as the patient entered the operating room
(the sample was taken during debridement).56 This
suggested that the timing of surveillance culture
sampling may be important. Although this study
was conducted many years ago, the importance of
sampling timing will likely remain a point for fur-
ther investigation.

Advances in molecular analysis of bacterial con-
tamination at time of injury. The advent of next-
generation sequencing platforms, with increased
throughput and decreased costs, has enabled
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approaches that do not rely on cultures for bacte-
rial identification. Based on the DNA sequence of
the prokaryote-specific 16S small subunit ribo-
somal RNA (rRNA) gene, culture-independent se-
quencing methods eliminate biases associated with
cultures. Our group recently reported an ongoing
pilot study that is using such approaches to un-
derstand the bacteria associated with open frac-
tures.23 This study utilized high-throughput
sequencing of the bacterial 16S rRNA gene to
characterize 30 open fractures, and was able to
correlate specific bacterial taxa and community
dynamics with time points and other clinical fac-
tors, including the anatomical wound location and
patient progression to healing complications. The
data can also be used to visualize the differences in
bacterial communities between anatomical sites,
and between the wound and healthy skin, at pre-

sentation of the patient to the emergency room
(Fig. 4). It also shows that healthy skin communi-
ties are dominated by Corynebacteriaceae and
Staphylococcaceae bacteria, while the wound com-
munities are not strongly dominated by any par-
ticular bacteria (Fig. 4). Because this was a pilot
study, the prognostic value of certain bacterial
abundances or community compositions were not
addressed, but this will be an obvious next step as
more patients are enrolled and as more follow-up
information is collected until the end of each pa-
tient’s healing process. Overall, this study is al-
lowing for more robust, detailed studies of the
communities associated with open fractures.

Just as it is important to understand the specific
bacteria that contaminate open fractures and
cause infectious complications, it is also important
to understand the ecology of open fracture wound
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Prevotellaceae

Staphylococcaceae

Streptococcaceae

Incertae Sedis XI

Adjacent SkinOpen Fracture Wound 
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Lower & Upper Arm
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Figure 4. Bacterial communities associated with open fractures at emergency room presentation. The bacterial communities of open fracture wounds (left) and
their corresponding adjacent, unaffected skin (right), as reported by Hannigan et al.23 The communities were grouped into four anatomical categories. The top 10
bacterial families, calculated as median relative abundance across all samples, were calculated for the wound and skin groups. The bacterial communities upon
patient presentation to the emergency room are shown. The skin communities are primarily dominated by Corynebacteriaceae and Staphylococcaceae, while the
wound communities are less dominated by these or other bacteria. The wound and skin communities differ from each other at the same anatomical locations, and
the different anatomically located communities also differ within the wound and skin categories. The bacteria labels are listed in the legend near the figure bottom.
To see this illustration in color, the reader is referred to the web version of this article at www.liebertpub.com/wound
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bacterial communities. Up to this point, individual-
cultured bacteria have been primarily considered
either harmful or potentially pathogenic. In fact,
not all bacteria are harmful, and some can be
beneficial. Having a better understanding of these
harmful and beneficial groups will improve further
therapeutic development.

Changes in the human microbiome have been
associated with a multitude of inflammatory dis-
eases and states, including inflammatory bowel
disease, acne vulgaris, and atopic dermatitis.57,58

In these cases, disease states are associated with
alterations in the bacterial community structure,
an alteration referred to as ‘‘dysbiosis.’’ Together,
these examples illustrate that the entire microbial
community, not just the potentially pathogenic or
opportunistic microorganisms, influences host–
microbe homeostasis. Further, commensal bacteria
are thought to promote health in many ways,
including competitive inhibition of potentially op-
portunistic and/or pathogenic microorganisms,
educating and modulating the host immune re-
sponse, and through the production of compounds
that inhibit growth of potential pathogens, such as
antimicrobial peptides. Work toward understand-
ing the open fracture microbiome, and the benefi-
cial and harmful bacteria in that community,
remains ongoing.

Perhaps one of the most basic culture-indepen-
dent, molecular methods is the estimation of bac-
terial load using quantitative polymerase chain
reaction techniques. This method involves the
quantification of the 16S rRNA gene sequences
present in a wound swab or other sample type. This
method is also ideal as a basic starting point because
it does not require any sequencing of the bacterial
genome, as primers are designed to regions of the
16S rRNA gene that are conserved throughout a
broad range of prokaryotic taxa. Although this
method is used in research laboratories,4,23 it has
not yet been implemented in clinical settings.

Another high-throughput approach to under-
standing host–microbe homeostasis in traumatic
injury was reported in a recent study by Chromy
et al., who investigated the utility of global protein
profiling approaches for identifying host biomark-
ers.59 Wound effluent was collected prior to, and
shortly after, surgical debridement. Twenty-five
proteins were significantly differentially expressed
between uneventful healing and complicated heal-
ing groups, many with established roles in regu-
lating inflammatory and immune responses. For
example, increased expression of complement C3
protein was associated with dehisced wounds, a
similar finding to a chronic wound model in which

complement genes were upregulated.60 Excessive
complement activation can be damaging to the host
and has been linked to myriad inflammatory and
autoimmune conditions.61 Although these identi-
fied host biomarkers need further validation in
open fracture settings (only one open fracture was
included in the study of 19 patients with severe
traumatic injury), this general approach is prom-
ising as a readout of the host immune response and
may enable identification of protein biomarkers
with predictive and/or prognostic value.

Techniques and methods for contamination erad-
ication. While it will be important to continue to
improve methods for diagnosing contaminated
wounds and predicting their outcomes, it will also
be important to improve methods for eradicating
contamination from open fracture wounds. Open
fracture infection is currently prevented through
the minimization of contamination, often practiced
as aggressive wound debridement, irrigation,
and prophylactic antibiotic administration. The use
of local antibiotic therapy for severe open fractures
(Type IIIB and Type IIIC) has been shown to reduce
the incidence of infection in a series of 1,085 open
fractures.62 Ostermann et al. used aminoglycoside-
impregnated polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)
beads to provide high local concentrations of anti-
biotics. Because PMMA is not bioabsorbable, the
length of implantation remains controversial and
requires retrieval. Bioabsorbable antibiotic delivery
vehicles may eliminate the need for reoperation and
removal.63

Assessment of open fractures for infection. Just
as it is important to accurately diagnose bacterial
contamination at the time of injury, it is also im-
portant to accurately assess wounds for infection.
Although it may seem the assessment of infection
should be obvious, this remains a difficult proce-
dure. In fact, a series of studies that began in 1995
showed that, in cases of otitis media, inflammatory
and bacterial cells could be observed by microscopy,
the presence of bacteria could be confirmed by 16S
rRNA gene quantification, and the presence of live
bacteria could be confirmed by mRNA quantifica-
tion, but the majority of bacterial cultures remained
negative.64 Due to these inaccuracies, culture
methods alone are not sufficient to properly diag-
nose an infection. In fact, no single method is suf-
ficient for infection diagnosis and multiple methods
must be used for proper diagnosis.64–66 Methods
for the assessment of infections include repeated
measurements of immune-related markers (i.e., C-
reactive protein and erythrocyte sedimentation
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rate), culturing, histopathology, X-ray imaging (dif-
fuse periosteal reaction, fracture delayed union or
nonunion, or loosening of pins indicates potential
infection), nuclear imaging of 99mTc accumulation,
and computed tomography, including magnetic re-
sonance imaging and positron emission tomography
methods.64–66 Because of the level of specialty re-
quired, infectious disease teams will often coordi-
nate with the orthopedic team, when available, to
identify and provide the most appropriate treat-
ment. An overview of the mentioned methods for
detecting open fracture bacterial contamination and
infection can be found in Table 4.

Prevention of biofilm formation on hardware. A
specific infectious interest to orthopedic clinicians
is the prevention of biofilms on fracture fixation
hardware. Biofilms are complex communities of
bacteria that create extracellular polymers that
allow them to adhere to each other, as well as to
implanted devices. Biofilms are a particular con-
cern in open fractures, as well as other implant
settings, because they are difficult to eradicate.
Most antibiotics are unable to penetrate into bio-
films, thereby weakening the primary line of at-
tack. Biofilms also make the enclosed bacteria
resistant to most effects of the host immune sys-
tem. Additionally, the close proximity of biofilms

creates an environment that promotes horizontal
gene transfer, including transfer of antibiotic re-
sistance and other virulence factor genes.67 Culture
identification of microorganisms forming a biofilm is
challenging, as those microbes forming the biofilm
rely on microbe–microbe interactions, and are thus
difficult to isolate as individual planktonic colonies.
Additionally, biofilms are usually polymicrobial,
and are often collections of Gram positive and neg-
ative bacteria, which makes their culture identifi-
cation and treatment particularly difficult.

Biofilms are polymicrobial and maintain a ‘‘su-
pragenome’’ that is necessary for the overall biofilm
survivability.68 This means that biofilms are com-
plex communities of bacteria that, together, express
the genes needed for biofilm formation and mainte-
nance, but no single bacteria has all of the required
genes; the genetic burden is shared among the com-
munity.68 Because of the metagenomic synergy,
bacterial diversity, horizontal gene transfer, and
overall genomic diversity associated with biofilms,
almost any bacteria is capable of forming a biofilm.
All of these factors contribute to the difficulty in
treatingbiofilminfections.Overall,thebestapproach
is to prevent biofilm formation in the first place.

Open fractures are at a higher risk for biofilm
infections compared with closed fractures, likely
because they have a greater burden of contamina-

Table 4. Methods for detecting open fracture microbial contamination/infection

Method References Details

Contamination Surveillance culturing 50 Isolation of microbes on artificial media, followed by identification using biochemical
and molecular techniques. Surveillance cultures are thought to have little value in
predicting infections.

DNA sequencing 23 The sequencing of taxonomically/phylogenetically informative genes to allow for bacterial
community identification. This method is in development and is not used clinically.

qPCR detection 4,23 Quantification of microbial load using qPCR of conserved microbial genes. This method is
not widely used for clinical prophylaxis of open fractures.

Host protein biomarker
identification

59 Some host proteins have been identified as potential biomarkers for predicting open fracture
healing complications. Many of these proteins have established roles in the immune
response, and may be clinically useful upon further investigation.

Infection Immune-related marker 65,66 Identification of host biomarkers, such as secondary rises in C-reactive protein levels,
provides good support that a wound or implanted device is infected.

Quantitative and qualitative
culturing

Culturing of tissue samples can provide insight into what potentially pathogenic microbes
are present at a site suspected of being infected, and can be used to predict the most
prominent microbes. This can help in the prediction of the infecting organism itself.

Histopathology Histopathological examination of tissue sample infiltration by inflammatory cells can provide
evidence for infection.

X-Ray imaging X-ray evidence of hardware implant nail loosening or widening of the fracture gap both
suggest the presence of infection, although this alone is not definitive.

Nuclear imaging Nuclear imaging showing a lack of 99mTc accumulation, which indicates dead or
devascularized bone, is suggestive of infection.

Computed tomography MRI allows for detection of soft tissue abnormalities, but is not effective for areas around
metallic implants. PET and PET-CT scanning systems are able to address this deficiency
in MRI approaches by allowing for assessment of accumulation of compounds, such
as FDG, which indicate potential infection.

FDG, fluorine 18 fluorodeoxyglucose; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; PET, positron emission tomography; PET-CT, positron emission tomography-
computed tomography; qPCR, quantitative polymerase chain reaction.
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tion and deficient immune responses. Incidence of
biofilm formation after open fracture internal fix-
ation may exceed 30%.65 Prevention of biofilm for-
mation is important because biofilms can delay
healing, propagate complications, and increase
treatment costs. While there are multiple methods
to prevent biofilm formation, including prophylactic
antibiotics and accurate detection of potential bio-
film-forming bacteria (both discussed previously),
we will focus on hardware coatings that can deter or
prevent bacterial adhesion and biofilm formation.

Biofilm-prevention studies are conducted on
many different types of devices, but recently the
group of Williams et al. reported an effective anti-
microbial coating that was tested in a type IIIB
open fracture sheep model.69 The coating reported
in this study was an active release compound
(meaning the coating continuously releases the
antimicrobial compounds into the surrounding
tissue) that was composed of silicone polymer and
an active release antimicrobial agent called cat-
ionic steroid antimicrobial-13. Williams et al. found
that their coated fracture fixation devices pre-
vented 100% of infections when challenged with
biofilm inocula in the open fracture sheep model,
and 100% of the uncoated devices went on to in-
fection. This particular coat shows promise and
warrants further investigation.

Other coat-based approaches to preventing bio-
film formation include the use of antisense mole-
cules that can target and silence bacterial
virulence factor genes, the use of quorum sensing
inhibitors, and even coating with bacteriophages
(viruses that only target and destroy bacteria),
which are capable of penetrating biofilms.67 Ad-
ditionally, the use of ultrasound or electric cur-
rents may be effective in disrupting biofilms to
allow for antibiotic or antimicrobial compound
penetrance.67 The use of external fixation devices
as discussed previously, when possible, is another
way to reduce the risk of biofilm formation. Ex-
ternal fixation devices can potentially reduce the
risk for infection because the pins are placed out-
side of the zone of injury, because they have a
smaller surface area, and because they are never
permanent. Because pin-site infections are com-
mon, these devices’ values are also limited.

Difficulties in elimination of infection and biofilm de-
struction without sacrificing construct stability. When
biofilm infections do occur on internal fracture
fixation hardware, the treatment must balance the
risks of fostering infection with the benefits of
fracture stability. As mentioned earlier, treatment
of biofilms is particularly difficult because the

structure protects the bacteria from antibiotics and
host immune responses. The choice to remove
hardware to treat a potential hardware biofilm in-
fection depends largely on the state of bone healing.
If the patient’s bone has sufficiently healed, then the
hardware is removed and the patient is treated with
antibiotics. The case becomes more difficult when
the bone has not sufficiently healed.

If the patient’s bone has failed to heal, then the
surgeon must make a decision as to whether the
hardware should remain until the bone has healed,
or to remove the hardware, treat the infection (often
with local antibiotics actively released by a PMMA
vehicle), and install new hardware to stabilize the
fracture after the infection has cleared. This can be a
difficult choice and in many cases an infectious
disease specialist is consulted.

Increased risks of infection due to deficient
immune responses in open fractures. One of the
major ways open fracture wounds are left more
susceptible to infection is their deficient immune
response. While there are multiple deficiencies in
the local immune responses after an open fracture,
one of the deficiencies is decreased function of
T helper 1 (TH1) lymphocytes. TH1 lymphocytes
are important modulators of the cellular immune
response, as well as the production of complement-
fixing antibodies.70 This deficiency in TH1 lym-
phocytes has been linked to the reduced ability of
open fractures to resist infections, and attempts to
restore TH1 function in open fractures have re-
sulted in increased resistance to infection in ani-
mal models.70,71 This knowledge has led some
groups to attempt to prevent open fracture infec-
tion by modulating the immune system.

In 2012, a group led by Boyce et al. attempted to
therapeutically modulate the immune response in
an open fracture rat model, in which the rats’ fe-
murs were fractured using a custom apparatus.70

The group used IL-12 to modulate the immune re-
sponse because IL-12 is known to play a role in
naive T lymphocyte differentiation into TH1 lym-
phocytes, which would therefore stimulate the
wounds’ immune response and address their defi-
ciency in TH1 lymphocytes. After femur frac-
ture, the group inoculated the wounds with clinical
isolates of S. aureus and treated the rat wounds
with percutaneous injections of placebo, IL-12,
ampicillin antibiotic, or a combination of IL-12 and
antibiotic. The group found that, although the an-
tibiotic treatment was more effective than IL-12
alone in preventing infection, the combination of
IL-12 and antibiotic was more effective than the
antibiotic treatment alone. This suggests that the
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use of IL-12, in combination with antibiotic treat-
ment of open fractures, may improve the wound’s
resistance to infection. While this was only an an-
imal model study, it warrants further investigation
into using immune-modulating cytokines to im-
prove the efficiency of prophylactic antibiotic, or
other antibiotic treatments.

The same group, led by Li et al., also investigated
the efficacy of coating implant devices with IL-12
to prevent biofilm formation and infection by
stimulating the immune system as described pre-
viously.71 The group used the rat femur fracture
model and S. aureus bacterial challenge model as
described previously. Metallic wires were used as
IM nails at the fracture sites. Half of the rats re-
ceived wires coated with IL-12 and the other half
received uncoated wires. The results showed that
rats who received IL-12-coated wires had signifi-
cantly lower rates of infection, and those rats also
had better bone quality and improved healing as
assessed by three blinded, orthopedic surgeons.
This report supports the benefits of IL-12 as coat-
ings on implant devices, such as IM nails, and
warrants further investigation.

Conclusions and perspectives
Due to exposure to the external environment,

the extended duration of required healing, and
suppressed immune responses, open fractures are
at significant risk for infectious complications. A
major focus of current open fracture care is mini-
mization of this infectious risk. During initial
treatment, infectious risk of the open fracture is
reduced by properly categorizing the wound,
treating the patient with prophylactic antibiotics,
debriding and irrigating the wound, and stabilizing
the fracture with appropriate hardware.

The early detection of bacterial contaminants
continues to be a focus of current research. Un-
fortunately, contemporary surveillance culture
methods are unable to reliably predict the bacteria
that will lead to infection, often because the cul-
tured bacteria are not the same bacteria present
at the time of infection. There is still a need to ac-
curately predict which patients will move on to
develop infections of particular bacteria, and re-
searchers will likely continue to investigate po-
tential methods for making such predictions.

Timing of sample collection will likely play a role
in the success of biomarker discovery for infecting
bacteria. Timing of sample collection, such as
whether the sample was taken before or after sur-
gical debridement, is a potentially significant fac-
tor in whether or not the detected bacteria will lead
to downstream infections. Further, existing stud-

ies have focused on detecting potentially infec-
tious organisms upon presentation, or shortly
thereafter, but often fail to assess the potentially
infectious organisms colonizing the wound at la-
ter times. This may be important because the
bacteria present at the wound site at later times
may be more significant to causing infection
than bacteria at presentation. Improved culture-
independent techniques, such as protein biomarker
identification and 16S rRNA gene sequencing, will
improve diagnostic and prognostic abilities and give
greater power to future studies that investigate
these issues.

As biofilms continue to complicate open fracture
care by establishing persistent infections of im-
planted hardware and host tissue substrates, re-
searchers will likely continue to develop new
methods to prevent and eradicate them. Promising
methods include the coating of hardware devices
with actively released antibiotics, antisense mole-
cules, quorum sensing inhibitors, bacteriophages,
and immune-system-stimulating cytokines. Effec-
tive alternative methods to antibiotic treatment for
established biofilm infections, such as bacterio-
phage therapy, need to be further explored because
antibiotics poorly penetrate biofilms.

SUMMARY

Open fracture wounds are at an increased risk
for developing infections and other related com-
plications. Current treatment paradigms aim to
minimize infectious risks by effectively categoriz-
ing the wounds, treating the patients with pro-
phylactic antibiotics, effectively debriding and
irrigating the wounds, and appropriately fixing the
fractures. While these treatment methods are well
established in modern practice, many therapeutic
details remain a point of discussion, such as the
prophylactic benefits of Gram negative antibiotics.

Despite the efficacy of contemporary treatment
paradigms, current research is continuing to ad-
dress the deficiencies in current care methods. This
research includes the use of culture-independent
techniques, including bacterial DNA sequencing
and protein biomarker detection, for assessing
open fracture contamination or infection. Improved
methods are also being developed for the removal of
contamination and treatment of infection. Biofilm
formation on fracture fixation hardware is a major
concern, and techniques are being developed to
prevent these infections, including various hard-
ware coating techniques. One such coating tech-
nique aims to stimulate the antibacterial immune
response, and this is also being developed as a
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compound to be administered with anti-
biotics to improve their overall efficacy.
Additionally, treatments involving im-
mune system stimulation are being de-
veloped to address the local deficient
immune responses of open fractures.
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TAKE-HOME MESSAGES
� Open fractures are at an increased risk for infection and related com-

plications.

� Current treatment aims to prevent infectious complications through
wound categorization, prophylactic antibiotic administration, debride-
ment and irrigation, and effective fracture fixation.

� Culture-based methods offer poor prognostic value, leading to current
research on culture-independent methods.

� Biofilm infection is a significant concern in open fracture treatment, and
different hardware coating treatments are under development.

� Treatments involving immune system stimulation are being developed to
address the local deficient immune responses of open fractures.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms

IM¼ intramedullary
MRSA¼methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus

aureus
PMMA¼ polymethylmethacrylate

rRNA¼ ribosomal RNA
TH1¼ T helper 1

qPCR¼ quantitative polymerase chain reaction
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